Case Study

Steelville Accelerates Massive
Infrastructure Upgrades at Record Pace
with Calix Professional Services
Founded in 1952, Steelville Telephone Exchange (STE) provides high-speed Internet
and voice services to a mix of 4,100 residential and business subscribers across four
exchanges in southeast Missouri.
Recognizing the critical importance of fast and reliable Internet services to its
subscribers and their overall quality of life, STE is committed to equipping its network
with the latest, most-advanced communications technology.

COMPANY

As its subscribers acquire more connected devices and take advantage of a wide
range of new bandwidth-intensive applications, the company continues to make
strategic investments in its network infrastructure to meet current and future bandwidth
requirements and ensure subscribers enjoy the best possible quality of experience.
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THE CHALLENGE

Regional Communications
Service Provider

With its sights set on meeting the present and future needs of its subscribers, STE
had been planning a multimillion-dollar expansion to its access network. The plan
called for extensive upgrades that would allow broadband subscribers to enjoy speeds
up to 10 Gbps and provide STE with a major advantage over a key competitor that
was offering a maximum of 1 Gbps service.

WEBSITE

To realize its vision for the network, STE faced a formidable challenge. To take
advantage of favorable tax incentives, it had to complete its large-scale network
transformation project by the end of the 2019 calendar year. And since funding for the
project was only approved in September 2019, STE had just three months to complete
it.

LOCATION

Under normal circumstances, STE would mobilize its own experienced technical staff
to complete upgrades to the network. However, given the scope of the work, the level
of specialized technical expertise required, and the accelerated timeline, the company
realized that highly skilled external resources would be needed if the project was
going to succeed. The company simply did not have enough in-house staff to be able
to complete the project on time while continuing to run the day-to-day operations of
the business.
As a result, in addition to choosing an access network equipment vendor which
could meet its technical and business requirements, STE needed to identify a trusted
third party that could provide the right combination of in-depth technical knowledge,
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deployment expertise, and proven
project management capabilities to
ensure that this critical project was
executed on time and on budget.

SOLUTION
STE selected the Calix AXOS E7-2
Intelligent Modular System and Calix
Support Cloud as the foundation of
its new access network. The E7-2
dramatically simplifies the company’s
network operations and gives it the
flexibility to serve subscribers using
Active Ethernet. It also enables STE
to offer its subscribers speeds up to
10 Gbps by leveraging the everyPON
capability of AXOS. With everyPON,
STE can seamlessly transition to higher
bandwidth PON technologies like
10GPON as they expand into adjacent
service areas. Calix Support Cloud
gives STE the real-time intelligence to
prevent subscriber issues before they
occur, improve call times, and reduce
escalations and unnecessary truck
rolls.
Key in STE’s decision to select
Calix was the Professional Services
component to provide the knowledge
and expertise required to oversee and
implement the entire upgrade project.
Professional Services managed and
executed all aspects of the project
from end to end, including the design,
installation, turn-up, and subscriber
migration of the new network, to ensure
that STE was able to meet the endof-year in service deadline, which was
rapidly approaching.

THE RESULTS
By leveraging the expertise and
experience of Calix Professional
Services, STE was able to complete
its ambitious network transformation
project in just over three months—a
process that would typically take the
company more than a year.
Implementing the new ultra-fast
GPON and Active Ethernet-ready
network across STE’s territory involved
completing a massive volume of work
in a short period of time. To deploy the
AXOS E7-2 Modular System in the
network, Calix Professional Services
upgraded 119 systems across 58 sites
in STE’s access network, a process
which involved changes at six of STE’s
central offices.
To automate and accelerate the
deployment of Calix AXOS, the
Professional Services team leveraged
its Deployment Enablement Services
suite of Project Playbooks, MobilePRO
app, and remote Quality Assessment
resources to ensure rapid, high-quality
installations. To migrate subscribers
from STE’s existing network, Calix
Subscriber Migration Services
developed customized deployment
tools for STE’s unique environment and
requirements, which helped eliminate
the need for additional cabinets and
made the process significantly less
disruptive to subscribers. Not only
did these tools and services allow the
work to be completed on budget and
ahead of schedule, it reduced manual
processes, which greatly reduced
the risk of costly and time-consuming
errors.

The quality of the project management
provided by Professional Services was
a key difference maker for STE.
“The project management was some of
the best I’ve ever seen. The Calix lead
was probably one of the best project
managers, and I’ve dealt with many
in the span of my career,” says Kevin
Ancell, general manager for Steelville
Telephone Exchange.
By enlisting Calix Professional Services
to manage the upgrade process, STE
was also able to free up its Operations
team so it could focus on driving the
availability of advanced services for
subscribers and keep up with the daily
activities critical in running a network.
Notes Ancell, “what is really important
right now is reducing truck rolls, owning
the Wi-Fi experience in the home,
and providing great customer service.
With the services, systems, and Cloud
solutions that Calix has available to
the service provider today, it made
the choice easy for us and the whole
package put together is really what
made the difference.”
With its Calix Support Cloud and
its new AXOS network in place—
and boasting some of the highest
broadband speeds in the country—STE
is now able to offer a whole host of new
high-value services to its business and
residential subscribers. These include
enabling important virtual learning
opportunities for rural students within
its service area, delivering lifesaving
access to medical care through
telehealth and distance medicine, and
providing business subscribers with
ultra-fast broadband and value-added
services to help them succeed.
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